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From the editor…... 
  

There’s less than 90 days until Christmas and there is no doubt in my mind that it will be here  
before we know it.   Now is a great time to start thinking through your plan of attack for  
the 2009 Christmas Season.  Will you start sewing, finishing last years sewing, are there  

Christmas pressies to be designed, made or shopped for, what colors are you going to decorate 
with, is the Christmas Tree in working order...lots and lots to think about.  We have decided to 
publish 2 Christmas Editions again this year with the hope that we can Inspire you along the 

Christmas way! 
 

We are so excited about what is happening at Inspire.  This Edition, we welcome a new Home 
Decorating Editor to our team.  She has many years experience in Home Decorating, Homewares 
and Craft, and will bring fresh Inspiration and ideas.  We will introduce her to you then discuss 

‘Cushions’ and this seasons colors.   
 

We also have some great Christmas projects to give you some ideas with Christmas cards and 
easy gifts, plus we hear from our Business Editor again about surviving tough times. 

 
So without further ado, lets get Inspired… 

 
Nicole & the Team at Inspire. 

www.inspireonlinemagazine.com 

Primitive Craft & Decorating Editor  
Are you a Primitive Business owner or designer with a flair for all things Prim,   

an ability to provide simple, cost effective tips, and craft/information  

articles for our readers?   
 

We will soon have an opening for a Primitive Editor, and are taking  
expressions of interest.  Please contact us for further details.  

 

Advertising Superstar 
As our Magazine is growing, we will soon have an opening for an Advertising  

Superstar.  If you have some experience in this area, especially with online ven-
tures, then please contact us for further details.    
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‘Home is 
where the 

Heart is...…’ 

INTRODUCING….. 
Denielle Bernauer 
Of Kabuki Homewares 

This Edition we welcome 
Denielle to the Inspire team 
as our Home Decorating  

Editor.   We are very excited 
to have her on board and 
look forward to being   

Inspired by what she has to 
offer.  But first  lets get to 
know  Denielle with a few  

important facts! 

• Have been a hairstylist for over 26 years ( aaahhh does that make me old!!)  
• Worked in London for 5 years as a colour stylist.  
• Finished my dress making Certificate at Tafe.  
• Completed an Interior Design Certificate (color and design).  
• Been in the Interior Design Industry for 15 Years. 
• Have designed and imported 100's of different styles of wrought iron and 

linen homewares.  
• Have worked with other importers and designed for them  
• Was a set dresser & homewares stylist for the TV show -                     

House Hunting and Lifestyle  
• Started my own Party Plan 15 years ago, do all my own graphic design and 

60% of our product is designed by me.  
• Have 2 gorgeous daughters - Millie & Stevie  
• Have a supportive fantastic Husband - Terry.  
• Dabble in web design  
• LOVE LOVE LOVE to create anything with fabric - will share some of my   

patterns as time goes on. 
• Grew up on NSW central coast  
• Inspired by my gorgeous girls and my best friend Michelle from Scrap 

Candy.  
• Favorite past time .......mmmmmmmmm creating with fabric  
• Love to garden, paint, read, create, sew, bead, sew, sew, stitch ( am   

designing my own range of stitchery's at the moment!!)  
• Favorite movie - The Colour Purple.  
• Favorite song - mmmmmm lots except for rap!!!  

www.kabukihomewares.com
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 Cushion  CrazyCushion  CrazyCushion  CrazyCushion  Crazy    
                By Denielle BernauerBy Denielle BernauerBy Denielle BernauerBy Denielle Bernauer    

 
We are all entitled to go a little crazy at times…...and this time its cushion 
crazy!! With purse strings a little stretched and your itching to re-decorate 
then cushions are the most effective way of inexpensively re-vamping any 
space.  
Wether you make your own or purchase ready made cushions this is a great 
way to add some new style to your sofa. 
Using co-ordinating soft furnishings can easily and quickly up lift a tired room. 
Make sure you stick to these simple rules when choosing soft  
furnishings or fabric to make your own.  
 
• Stick to a basic colour theme or family. Monochromatic themes work ex-

tremely well when diversified by tonal value. Monochromatic is the one 
colour i.e Brown. Then you would have different tones of brown…..then 
throw in a focus colour like Red or Black for a dramatic focus. 

 
• Try to use different textures of fabric to create definition. 
  
• Use the colours for the season, this way you will keep your space looking 

fresh and modern at the same time. 
 
• Make sure you use a range of sizes for your cushions, this will create a 

lot of interest and give impact to the theme you are trying to create. 
 
• If you are making your own soft furnishings, then make sure the fabrics 

you choose are correct for the job. For  instance you would not like to 
spend the time recovering your lounge to find the fabric wears and pills 
quickly.  

 
• Cushions can be made from just about anything, from tea towels to old 

jeans. Keep an eye on our craft section, in the following months we will 
have some great cushion making tips, tricks and patterns. 

 
  

 TIP: Use  Cushions to bring the inside out, if you 
have a patio area, extend your  

living area by mimicking the style and  
colours with cushions for your alfresco dining area.  
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 Green with Envy. Green with Envy. Green with Envy. Green with Envy.    
Greens are such a cooling colour,  they say blue and green should 
never be seen however they are complimentary colours and should be 
used together.  Purchase your major pieces in a neutral colour like 
cream or white then accessorise with the hot colours of the season. 

http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=6042342&ga_search_query=milkandcookiescanada&ga_search_type=seller_usernames
http://www.kabukihomewares.com/


 

Baroque ‘s & BlossomsBaroque ‘s & BlossomsBaroque ‘s & BlossomsBaroque ‘s & Blossoms    
Are so hot this  season. Use this in your  
cushions, curtains and even wall art.    

Most of these gorgeous Cushions have been made by 
hand  by very talented artisans. For further  

information click on the pictures. These items were 
available for sale at the time of publishing.  

 

http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=6042342&ga_search_query=milkandcookiescanada&ga_search_type=seller_usernames
http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=6042342&ga_search_query=milkandcookiescanada&ga_search_type=seller_usernames
http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=7451560&ga_search_query=roddyandginger&ga_search_type=seller_usernamesC:\Users\Denielle\Documents\06-06-16
http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=7451560&ga_search_query=roddyandginger&ga_search_type=seller_usernamesC:\Users\Denielle\Documents\06-06-16
http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=5303609&ga_search_query=ellensdesigns&ga_search_type=seller_usernames
http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=6305812&ga_search_query=cheeky+&ga_search_type=seller_usernames
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        2009200920092009 Hot Colours For Summer. Hot Colours For Summer. Hot Colours For Summer. Hot Colours For Summer.    
Lucite Green , Salmon Rose,  

Palace Blue, Fuchsia Red, Super Lemon, Dark Citron,  
Lavender, Vibrant Green, Slate Grey. 

    Use these hot new Summer colours 
when choosing items for decorating 
this season. Remember we touched on 
some fantastic wall art last issue, 
there are some  amazing new shades 
and themes being offered. Think 
about using these for not only wall 
art, these fantastic shapes can be 
used to transform old and tired  
furniture, toy boxes, tiles,  

files and more.  
We would love some pictures if any of 

our readers have started to  

decorate using these fantastic Vinyl 
Stickers. 

http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=6791121&ga_search_query=sixunder&ga_search_type=seller_usernames
http://www.etsy.com/shop.php?user_id=6791121&ga_search_query=sixunder&ga_search_type=seller_usernames


PROJECT….. 
Personalised Luggage Tags 

 by Nicole Jones of 

Buzzy Bee Buttons 

Every time I go to pick up my luggage from the Carousel at the  
airport, I’m always wishing that I had tied something to my suitcase to 
distinguish it from everyone else’s who seems to look the same as 
mine… 
 
Luggage tags are such a practical and useful item, yet many of us don't 
have them.  These are quick and easy to make, would make great  

CHRISTMAS GIFTS for friends and family, and best of all are designed 
with your sewing stash in mind.  On top of that, you can make a number 
of them at the same time, making them quick (but stylish) gifts. 
 
These can be personalized with a name and phone number, or just a 
name, or you could just use them as tags without any identification on 
them at all.  If you are making them for someone in particular, they can be 
made to suit that persons favorite colors and shapes. 



Tips before you start: 
 

1. If you’re wanting to create more than one (gifts, or extras for yourself, then sew long 
strips together, and cut into smaller house blocks once your sewing is completed and then 
add the brown roof to each!!! 

2. When it comes to choosing fabrics, stick with a few main colors for each tag.  This enables 
you to be a bit more creative with your embellishments.  You want your tag to look well  

 balanced color wise.  But you could go totally scrappy if you wish!! 
3. I prefer to put a darker tonal fabric at the bottom and the top (roof).  This allows me to 

work upwards with my colors. 
   
 

What you will need: 
 
• Variety of strips in different widths (approx  4in long times this by the amt of tags) 
• Brown & other tonals for roof of house and backing 
• Sewing machine & thread 
• Jute 
• Embellishments eg. buttons, brads, ric rac etc 
• Thin plastic sheet (get creative if you don't have access to some, cut up old packaging etc) 
• Scrapbooking or patterned paper to print on. 
• Rubber stamps and ink pad (matching colors), optional 



Instructions: 

 

1. Collect or cut a combination of different strips varying from 1in to 2in in width.  The size of 
your tag can vary according to the amount of strips you use.  We have done a combination 
like the following, called crazy patch: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. After you’ve worked out your placement on a table in front of you, sew the strips  
 together using a 1/4in seam.  As mentioned on the previous page, you can sew longer 
 strips together then simply trim a number of house shape tags from them.  Using a ruler 
 cutter or rotary cutter, cut out the house rectangle shape from your fabric.  You can make 
 them as big or small as you like, our shape template can be found over the page. 
 
3.   Cut the roof shape from a tonal  fabric.  We have used brown where  
 possible but other matching tonals have been used aswell.  Sew the 
 roof to the top of the tag base.  Ensure that it is big enough to 
 go right across the top of your tag. 
 
 
 
 
4. Once you have a tag approx 7.5in long (incl roof), cut out a piece of backing fabric for the 

tag, and with right sides together, sew a 1/4in seam around the tag leaving a small opening 
at the bottom of the tag in the middle so it can be pulled through. 

5. Pull the tag through so right sides are showing again, ensuring that all the corners have 
been pushed out as much as possible.  Iron. Satin stitch the opening at the bottom closed 
with a matching thread.  Iron the tag. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Be as creative as you like.  You may 
wish to draw some approx lines on 
our blank template below before you 
start.  It is a good idea to lay your 
pieces out on the table and sort into 

an order before sewing. 
 

Bring out all the buttons, and  
scrapbooking elements you have  
laying around and play with where 
you might use them.  Eg. 3 buttons 
on one of the larger or smaller strips 

as shown. 



6. Work out where you are going to put the embellishments you have chosen for each tag,  
 including where you will put your plastic name holder and name.  
7. As an extra dimension, we stamped our tag with a large swirl design using a beige colored 
 ink.  This provided a bit of extra background color.  NOTE: It is best to stamp one strip at a 
 time with your stamp otherwise the design doesn't print properly over the seams etc.   Do 
 this by having 2 pieces of paper handy and placing them either side of the strip of fabric 
 you are stamping.  Stamp away!!!) 
8.   Using a colorful Zig Zag stitch, stitch around 3 sides of the plastic sheet (cut approx 
 23/4in x 1.5in) leaving the top open.  Print the names you wish to put into the tags onto  
 scrapbooking paper or other paper of your choice.  NOTE: The paper that you use can really 
 compliment your tag. Eg. We used some colorful stripes which co-ordinated well in color).    
 Slip your name tag into the plastic pocket.   WE HAVE SPECIFICALLY USED A BUTTON AT THE 
 TOP RIGHT OR LEFT OF THE NAME TAG TO ENSURE THE TAG DOESN’T FALL OUT EASILY.  IF YOU 
 NEED TO CHANGE THE NAME AT ANY TIME YOU CAN SIMPLY LIFT THE BUTTON UP AND DO SO. 
9.   Now stitch on your buttons, attach your brads etc.   
10. In the roof of the tag, cut a small slit and pull thru some jute for hanging.  You may wish 

to use other types of hangers. 
11.   Now pack your bags and off you go!! 
 
These tags have been designed as luggage tags, but can certainly be used as Gift Tags aswell.  
Simply change the name to the person you are giving it to.   Before you sew a Gift Tag for  
someone, consider their taste in color and style and try to personalise it. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

COPYRIGHT BUZZY BEE BUTTONS 2008 

Daisy buttons used in our tags 
are by Button Bliss and are  
available at Buzzy Bee. 

www.buzzybeebuttons.com


  

Congratulations to  
Janet Selman  
from Canada  
for winning our  

Mother & Daughter  
Doll Giveaway. 

 

 

Thank you to 
all those who 

entered this 

Competition. 

Giveaways..  

Well its not long now and Halloween will be upon us.  This 

month, we have 3 Halloween Edition Keychains up 
for grabs, thanks to MJ Stitched.   The Keychains are 
made with 100% pure cotton webbing and cotton material. 
They are heat sealed and stitched, measure approx 5in long 

(one size fits all), and are machine washable. 
 

To enter the competition, simply post a comment on our 
October Edition BLOG post on what you enjoy the most 

about Inspire.  This competition will run  
throughout October only. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

If you visit www.mjstitched.com and sign up to their  
Affiliate Program, you will also gain an extra 2 entries.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Visit MJ Stitched to view their full range. 

 

www.mjstitched.com


PROJECT….. 
Merry Christmas Blocks 
 by Nicole Jones of 

Buzzy Bee Buttons 

Stylish Christmas Decorations don't need to be expensive ones!  
These cute ‘Merry Christmas’ Blocks are simple to make, and the 
techniques can be used to create any word blocks you like. 
 
Ideal Block Size 3in x 3in x 3in. 

What you will need… 
• Length of Pine approx 45in long x 3in thick, cut into 3in x 3in 

blocks, or 
• 14 square wooden pre-cut blocks 
• Red Acrylic Paint 
• Cream Folk Art Paint 
• Brush 
• Pencil 
• Light Sandpaper 
• Alphabet Stencil, or ‘Merry Christmas’ in wooden letters 

(small letters) 



There are two ways to make these blocks.  You can either paint the letters onto 
the front of the blocks, or use wooden painted letters and glue them to the 
front of the blocks.   

 

Instructions for Painted Blocks 

1. Lightly sand each block.  Paint all sides of the blocks with red paint, allowing to dry.  You 
want a fairly thick coat, so do two coats if required.  

2. Light sand each of the corners of the blocks so that some of the natural pine color 
shows through.  Wipe with a damp cloth to ensure the blocks are clean. 

3. STENCIL—Using a stencil, paint each letter onto the front of a block, allow to dry. 
 HAND DRAW—If you prefer to hand draw the letters before painting, do so, then paint 
 each letter with cream paint onto the front of a block, allowing to dry.  It is best to 
 leave your blocks dry for a full 24 hours before displaying. 
 
Instructions for Painted Blocks with wooden letters. 

1. Lightly sand each block.  Paint all sides of the blocks with red paint, allowing to dry.  You 
want a fairly thick coat, so do two coats if required.  

2. Take the wooden letters and paint with cream paint, allow to dry fully before using. 
3. Light sand each of the corners of the blocks so that some of the natural pine color 

shows through.  Wipe with a damp cloth to ensure the blocks are clean. 
4. Once letters are dry, super glue single letters to the fronts of the red painted wooden 

blocks.  You could glue them straight or on different angles to add extra character.     
Allow to dry for 24 hours before displaying. 

 
Displaying blocks 
The painted blocks look great on their own, but with a little ivy, dried flower, pip berry, or 
candles..can really be brought to life.  Display them out of direct sunlight where possible.. 



Inspire Online is a FREE Magazine for download. But 
we have had some requests from readers for a  

subscription option.   Subscribing to Inspire means 
you will receive the magazine in your Inbox  rather 

than having to download it from our website.  This is a 
great option if you love reading but are short of time, 

or as a gift for someone you want to Inspire. 
 

 12 months subscription (6 Editions) only $12.95 
Second Subscription (eg. Gift) $8.95 

Please email us for a Paypal subscription. S
ub
sc
ri
pt
io
ns
 

December Edition... 
Make sure you come back to check out the December Edition.  

We have some great things lined up including:… 
 

FABRIC ARTS  Tea towel Bag Project 
PAPER ARTS  Christmas Printables 
PRIMITIVE   Candle Decorating Ideas 

 

Gifts for under $10.00 Feature 
 

PLUS much more… 
Available for Download 1st December 



Cards 
Scrapbooking 
Altered Art 

Printables 

PROJECT….. 
Christmas Photo Cards 

Templates by  

Mulberry Lane Papers 
Want to send something that doubles as both a Christmas Card and a 
Gift to your friends and family this Christmas?  Photo cards are a 
great way to share your latest family portrait while sending  

Christmas thoughts and wishes.   
 

These photo cards have been designed by Angie Springer from  
Mulberry Lane Papers using her 
‘Holly Jolly Christmas’ Digital  
Scrapbooking Graphic Set...one of the  
many Digital Scrapbooking Sets  
available in her Etsy Store.  

 
Project instructions over the page. 

Download Merry Christmas Card 

www.missartsy.etsy.com

MulberryPapers
christmasCard1.png



Creating Photo Cards..… 
 

Downloading Templates 
Choose the Template that you would like 
to use.  Templates are PNG files which will 
enable you to place photos behind them.  
Click on the download pin and save the file 
to your computer.  Using your preferred 
publishing program, insert the file onto a 
blank page. Insert the picture/s you wish 
to use.  An ideal photo card size is 5x7in 
but can be made smaller or larger if you 
prefer. 
 
Once you have a photo set you are happy 
with, paste the photo card again so you 
fit two to a page.   
 

Printing 
Print onto thick glossy paper.  You can get  
a Satin finish paper which has a slight 
gloss to it, and is perfect for writing on.  
If you don't have access to a color 
printer, Officeworks or smaller office  
supply companies will often print for you.   
 

Once printed, trim and 
write a small note on the 
back (not pressing too hard 
otherwise the lines will 
show through your  

photos), and hand out or 
post away! 

COPYRIGHT 2009 Mulberry Papers.  These are for personal use only.COPYRIGHT 2009 Mulberry Papers.  These are for personal use only.COPYRIGHT 2009 Mulberry Papers.  These are for personal use only.COPYRIGHT 2009 Mulberry Papers.  These are for personal use only.    

Download Deck the Halls Card 

Download  
Christmas Tree  

Card 


MulberryPapers
ChristmasCard2.png


MulberryPapers
ChristmasCard3.png



Our last Dollar Sale was  
extremely popular so don't miss 

out on bargains. 
www.buzzybeebuttons.comwww.buzzybeebuttons.comwww.buzzybeebuttons.comwww.buzzybeebuttons.com    

Dollar Sale 
10th, 11th & 12th  

October 

Patterns 

Kits 
Trims 
Notions 

Homewares 
Stitcheries 
Scrapbooking 

Special Sale Categories are created for the Sale 
and are available for browsing during the above 
dates only.. LUCKY DOOR PRIZES, FREEBIES.. 

www.buzzybeebuttons.com


ARTICLE….. 
Survival 1o1— How to Keep your 
Business afloat in Tough  

Economic Times. 

By The Buzz. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s getting harder and harder to do business on Etsy or elsewhere as the 
global economic crisis drags on. Most business owners have had no choice 
but to take a scalpel to their business budget in order to stay afloat in 
the murky waters of uncertainty. Even Internet powerhouses like Google 
and YouTube have lowered their own revenue expectations this quarter 
and severed all non-essentials from their budgets.   

It is vital for small business owners to reign in spending to preserve their 
available resources for the long and winding road to economic sustainabil-
ity. And you can do it just like the ‘big boys’ do!  

Prioritize - It is as simple as making a list of the most important variables 
of your business, such as supplies and packaging materials, and the less 
important ones. Supplies and materials essential to the creation of your 
craft are must-haves. However, there are several hidden expenses that 
you can most likely trim away. For example, if your business revolves 
around sewing and your sewing machine is ready to bite the dust you 
might think that investing in a new machine is your only option. Well think 
again! Purchasing a brand new sewing machine will definitely cut into your 
profit margin. Try repairing your old machine and use it for as long as you 
can. Or you might even buy a used sewing machine, which will cost you at 
least 60% less than a brand new one.   

Instead of purchasing brand new tools for your craft, take excellent care 
of the old ones. Sharpen crafting scissors and keep your other tools clean 
and well oiled. If you are desperate for a new tool you might consider vis-
iting online craft forums to see if anyone in your field wants to trade 
some of their unwanted tools for some of yours.  

www.TheBuzz.etsy.com


Negotiating Outstanding Debts – Will it take you the next 6 months to pay off the shipment of 
fabric you just ordered? Or are the shipment of semi-precious gemstones you just got in, and 
have not paid for, causing you to lose sleep at night? You are not alone. Even your vendors and 
suppliers are most probably suffering the same economic turmoil that you have found yourself 
stewing in. Try working with them to renegotiate your debt so that you can pay it off at a 
pace that is comfortable for you. Most suppliers will be receptive and willing to work with you 
towards a financial resolution that everyone can live with. Let’s face it, they probably have very 
few new customers and their loyal clientele is most probably spending less than they have in 
the past. Get on the phone today so as not to soil your reputation with late penalties and give 
your business a bit of breathing room! 
 

Invest in Advertising – 

Advertising is the lifeblood of your business. Stopping your ad campaigns simply because you 
are in the midst of a credit crunch is not a viable option. But what you can do is demand more 
from venues running your ads. It’s a cold hard fact that the advertising budget for most 
online sellers is the first thing to be nixed when they are forced to scale down their expendi-
tures. This is excellent news for you! Most advertising vendors have no choice but to fight for 
each advertiser they can get their hands on. Now the power of negotiation has been thrown 
right into your hands.   

When purchasing ad space, don’t be afraid to ask, “What’s your best price?” If the answer is 
not the discount you were hoping for, then say, “That’s a bit outside my budget. Can you lower 
that for me or give me double the amount of ad time for the regular price?”  You’ll be surprised 
at just how far your advertising dollar stretches these days!  

Just because the economy is tougher than it was a few years ago does not mean your busi-
ness cannot survive this economic storm. With just a little bit of savvy business maneuvering 
your business can thrive well into the future. 
 

 www.TheBuzz.etsy.com  

www.TheBuzz.etsy.com


CONTACT US 
For all magazine support, submission, subscription and  
advertising enquiries, please contact us on the email  

address below. 

 

inspireonlinemagazine@gmail.com 

USAGE POLICY 
Inspire is an Online Magazine that is FREE to download for readers.  While 
the Projects in this magazine are covered by Copyright, they can be used 
by you for personal uses.  If you have any questions relating to this, please 

contact the designer for clarification.   
 

The Magazine can be printed by you.  To do this, simply print the  
document like you would any other document.   If you only want to print 
particular pages eg. printables, select which pages you want to print when 

you’re print screen comes up.  

                  CREDITS     
Graphics used in this Magazine are used in accordance with each  
designers Copyright guidelines.  Commercial licenses have been  

purchased where required.  Graphics by: Snickerdoodle Dreams, Nicole 
Jones, Hannamaria, and Kasparart, . 

 

EDITORS 
This Magazine has been  

designed and published by Nicole Jones of Buzzy Bee Buttons.   
Project editing and management by  

Helen Henry.  

SUBMISSIONS  
for projects, articles, and advertising are now being booked for the next 6 
months.  If you are interested in submitting something please email us at  

inspireonlinemagazine@gmail.com.  

ADVERTISE WITH US 
Are you a designer or do you own a Business? Why not throw your busi-
ness into the spotlight with affordable online advertising.  Not only is your 
ad published in our online magazine for a two month period, all our previ-
ous editions remain on the official Inspire Online website for readers to be 

able to look back through and refer to.  Your  
advertising dollar remains active as long as your business does.   

 
If you would like advertising information please email us and we will email 

you an informational PDF. 

 

               

 

 

 

 
 
 


